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Volume III of The Official History of Criminal Justice in
England and Wales draws on archival sources and
individual accounts to offer a history of penal
policymaking in England and Wales between 1959 and
1997. The book studies the changes underlying penal
policymaking in the period, from a belief in the
rehabilitative potential of imprisonment to a reaffirmation
in 1993 that ‘Prison Works’ as a deterrent to crime. A
need to curb the rising prison population initially
focussed on developing alternatives to prison and a new
system of parole; however, their relative ineffectiveness
led to sentencing becoming the key to penal reform. A
slackening of faith in rehabilitation led to pressure for
greater emphasis on humane containment and the
rebalancing of security, order and justice in prison
regimes. Thus, 1991 was the climactic year for what
became largely unfulfilled hopes for lasting penal reform.
Escapes, riots and prison occupations were prime
catalysts for changes, often highly contentious, in penal
policymaking. Notably, there was no simple equation
between political party, minister and policy choice. Both
Labour and Conservative governments had distinctly
liberal Home Secretaries and, after 1992, both parties
took a more punitive approach. This book will be of much
interest to students of criminology and British history,
politics and law.
First published in 2009, this is a collection of carefully
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selected extracts from biographies, memoirs, diaries,
private letters and other ephemera reveal how these key
nineteenth-century figures were viewed by their
contemporaries. Volume 3 covers Walter Bagehot.
The Long Battle for Global Governance charts the
manner in which largely excluded countries, variously
described as ‘ex-colonial’, ‘underdeveloped’,
‘developing’, ‘Third World’ and lately ‘emerging’,
have challenged their relationship with the dominant
centres of power and major institutions of global
governance across each decade from the 1940s to the
present. The book offers a fresh perspective on global
governance by focusing in particular on the ways in
which these countries have organised themselves
politically, the demands they have articulated and the
responses that have been offered to them through all the
key periods in the history of modern global governance.
It re-tells this story in a different way and, in so doing,
describes and analyses the current rise to a new
prominence within several key global institutions, notably
the G20, of countries such as Brazil, China, India and
South Africa. It sets this important political shift against
the wider history of longstanding tensions in global
politics and political economy between so-called
‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ countries. Providing a
comprehensive account of the key moments of change
and contestation within leading international
organisations and in global governance generally since
the end of the Second World War, this book will be of
great interest to scholars, students and policymakers
interested in politics and international relations,
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international political economy, development and
international organisations.
A dramatist divided in his life between politics and the
theatre, Benn Levy (1900-1973) is the author of more
than twenty witty, literate comedies and dramas that
span the middle of the twentieth century and are a mirror
of the age. In The Plays of Benn Levy, Susan Rusinko
arranges the plays chronologically, analyzing them in the
context of contemporary dramatists and the influences
that shaped their writing - in Levy's case, most notably
George Bernard Shaw. Levy's plays reflect interests and
styles similar to those of more famous contemporaries
such as Noel Coward, James Barrie, and Terence
Rattigan. In addition to his stage plays, Levy wrote
scripts in the early years of cinema, adapted the plays of
continental dramatists, collaborated with other
dramatists, directed his plays and those of other
playwrights, spent time in America where many of his
plays were produced, and lived to help repeal in 1968
the detested theatre-licensing bill, a battle he had begun
to fight during his term in Parliament in the late 1940s.
The theme of Levy's first stage play, This Woman
Business (1925), is the Shavian battle of the sexes, an
idea that threads its way through most of his plays and
culminates in his Giraudoux-like comic adaptation of the
Amazonian adventures of Theseus and Heracles (The
Rape of the Belt, 1957) and his last play, a realistic
problem play (The Member for Gaza, 1966) which,
despite its seeming political topicality, echoes with eerie
contemporaneity nearly thirty years later. Levy's plays
provide a retrospective on the theatrical currents
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dominating the English (and American) stages during the
middle part of the twentieth century, prior to the English
stage revolution begun in l956 with John Osbourne's
Look Back in Anger. This book intends to put Levy's
plays into that perspective.
Looks to the criminality and violence of Latin America to
assess the discord between liberalism in theory and
practice, and thus how liberalism might be exhausted in
relation to local conditions not reconcilable to its core
tenants.
The cultural Cold War between the Soviet Union and the
West was without precedent. At the outset of this original
and wide-ranging historical survey, David Caute
establishes the nature of the extraordinary cultural
competition set up post-1945 between Moscow, New
York, London and Paris, with the most intimate frontier
war staged in the city of Berlin. Using sources in four
languages, the author of The Fellow-Travellers and The
Great Fear explores the cultural Cold War as it rapidly
penetrated theatre, film, classical music, popular music,
ballet, painting and sculpture, as well as propaganda by
exhibition. Major figures central to Cold War conflict in
the theatre include Brecht, Miller, Sartre, Camus, Havel,
Ionesco, Stoppard and Konstantin Simonov, whose
inflammatory play, The Russian Question, occupies a
chapter of its own based on original archival research.
Leading film directors involved included Eisenstein,
Romm, Chiarueli, Aleksandrov, Kazan, Tarkovsky and
Wajda. In the field of music, the Soviet Union in the
Zhdanov era vigorously condemned 'modernism',
'formalism', and the avant-garde. A chapter is devoted to
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the intriguing case of Dmitri Shostakovich, and the
disputed authenticity of his 'autobiography' Testimony.
Meanwhile in the West the Congress for Cultural
Freedom was sponsoring the modernist composers most
vehemently condemned by Soviet music critics;
Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Hindemith among them.
Despite constant attempts at repression, the Soviet Party
was unable to check the appeal of jazz on the Voice of
America, then rock music, to young Russians. Visits to
the West by the Bolshoi and Kirov ballet companines, the
pride of the USSR, were fraught with threats of
cancellation and the danger of defection. Considering the
case of Rudolf Nureyev, Caute pours cold water on
overheated speculations about KGB plots to injure him
and other defecting dancers. Turning to painting, where
socialist realism prevailed in Russia, and the
impressionist heritage was condemned, Caute explores
the paradox of Picasso's membership of the French
Communist Party. Re-assessing the extent of covert CIA
patronage of abstract expressionism (Pollock, De
Kooning), Caute finds that the CIA's role has been much
exaggerated, likewise the dominance of the New York
School. Caute challenges some recent, one-dimensional,
American accounts of 'Cold War culture', which ignore
not only the Soviet performance but virtually any cultural
activity outside the USA. The West presented its cultural
avant-garde as evidence of liberty, even through
monochrome canvases and dodecaphonic music
appealed only to a minority audience. Soviet artistic
standards and teaching levels were exceptionally high,
but the fear of freedom and innovation virtually
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guaranteed the moral defeat which accelerated the
collapse of the Soviet Union.

Includes music.
The definitive history of the Middle East, now
updated in its fifth edition 'The best overall survey of
the politics, regional rivalries and economics of the
contemporary Arab world' Washington Post Over the
centuries the Middle East has confounded the
dreams of conquerors and peacemakers alike. This
now-classic book follows the historic struggles of the
region over the last two hundred years, from
Napoleon's assault on Egypt, through the slow
decline and fall of the Ottoman Empire, to the painful
emergence of modern nations. It is now fully updated
with extensive new material examining recent
developments including the aftermaths of the 'Arab
Spring', the continuing Arab-Israeli conflict and the
Syrian and Yemeni civil wars. 'An excellent political
overview' Guardian
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals.
Content is segmented into Channels and Topic
Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people,
companies, and projects.
This challenging book on jurisprudence begins by
posing questions in the post-modern context,and
then seeks to bridge the gap between our traditions
and contemporary situation. It offers a narrative
encompassing the birth of western philosophy in the
Greeks and moves through medieval Christendom,
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Hobbes, the defence of the common law with David
Hume, the beginnings of utilitarianism in Adam
Smith, Bentham and John Stuart Mill, the hope for
enlightenment with Kant, Rousseau, Hegel and
Marx, onto the more pessimistic warnings of Weber
and Nietzsche. It defends the work of Austin against
the reductionism of HLA Hart, analyses the period of
high modernity in the writings of Kelsen, Hart and
Fuller, and compares the different approaches to
justice of Rawls and Nozick. The liberal defence of
legality in Ronald Dworkin is contrasted with the
more disillusioned accounts of the critical legal
studies movement and the personalised accounts of
prominent feminist writers.
Do you have in interest in politics? Are you familiar
with the different roles in British government? Can
you recall Britain’s most famous prime ministers and
the years they were in office? If you would like to find
out more about the history of British politics, you are
certain to enjoy this quiz book. Which year did
James Harold Wilson first become prime minister?
What is the first thing a new government forms?
Who was leader of the Liberal Party from 1967 to
1976? The answers to these and many similar
questions can all be found in The Politics Quiz Book.
This informative new quiz book is a simple way for
the whole family to learn more about British politics
and with 100 questions covering all aspects of
government you are sure to learn something new.
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Whether you want to test your memory of the great
movers and shakers of days gone past or improve
your knowledge of the basic facts of politics in Britain
today this book is certain to have broad appeal.
Courting the Abyss updates the philosophy of free
expression for a world that is very different from the
one in which it originated. The notion that a free
society should allow Klansmen, neo-Nazis, sundry
extremists, and pornographers to spread their
doctrines as freely as everyone else has come
increasingly under fire. At the same time, in the wake
of 9/11, the Right and the Left continue to wage war
over the utility of an absolute vision of free speech in
a time of increased national security. Courting the
Abyss revisits the tangled history of free speech,
finding resolutions to these debates hidden at the
very roots of the liberal tradition. A mesmerizing
account of the role of public communication in the
Anglo-American world, Courting the Abyss shows
that liberty's earliest advocates recognized its
fraternal relationship with wickedness and evil. While
we understand freedom of expression to mean
"anything goes," John Durham Peters asks why its
advocates so often celebrate a sojourn in hell and
the overcoming of suffering. He directs us to such
well-known sources as the prose and poetry of John
Milton and the political and philosophical theory of
John Locke, Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, and
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., as well as lesser-known
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sources such as the theology of Paul of Tarsus. In
various ways they all, he shows, envisioned an
attitude of self-mastery or self-transcendence as a
response to the inevitable dangers of free speech, a
troubled legacy that continues to inform ruling norms
about knowledge, ethical responsibility, and
democracy today. A world of gigabytes,
undiminished religious passion, and relentless
scientific discovery calls for a fresh account of liberty
that recognizes its risk and its splendor. Instead of
celebrating noxious doctrine as proof of society's
robustness, Courting the Abyss invites us to rethink
public communication today by looking more deeply
into the unfathomable mystery of liberty and evil.
The 21st century has not seen the triumph of democracy that
some predicted but instead, in many cases, a turn towards
authoritarian forms of government as an imagined solution to
the many crises facing humanity. This innovative and
important book draws on examples from around the world to
examine the spread of draconian and nationalistic forms of
government: a lurch towards ‘authoritarian protectionism’
which observes a simple maxim, that ‘the world may end for
others, but not for us’. While there is hope that the COVID-19
crisis could lead to a reinvigoration of democracy and a new
economic agenda, there is also the risk of a further slide
towards authoritarian rule and an urgent need for democratic
renewal and change to combat this. The novel
conceptualization offered in this book will give readers a new
and deeper insight into the changing nature of the
authoritarian threat to democracy – and how it might be
overcome.
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Traces the history of two rival American economic moralities
from colonial times to the present. Since colonial times, two
discernable schools have debated major issues of economic
morality in America. The central norm of one morality is the
freedom, or autonomy, of the individual and defines virtues,
vices, obligations, and rights by how they contribute to that
freedom. The other morality is relational and defines
economic ethics in terms of behaviors mandated by human
connectedness. America’s Economic Moralists shows how
each morality has been composed of an ethical outlook
paired with a compatible economic theory, each supporting
the other. Donald E. Frey adopts a multidisciplinary approach,
not only drawing upon historical economic thought, American
religious thought, and ethics, but also finding threads of
economic morality in novels, government policies, and
popular writings. He uses the history of these two supported
yet very different views to explain the culture of excess that
permeates the morality of today’s economic landscape.
Donald E. Frey is Professor of Economics at Wake Forest
University and the author of Tuition Tax Credits for Private
Education: An Economic Analysis.
In 2000, Ian McKay, a highly respected historian at Queen's
University, published an article in the Canadian Historical
Review entitled "The Liberal Order Framework: A Prospectus
for a Reconnaissance of Canadian History." Written to
address a crisis in Canadian history, this detailed,
programmatic, and well-argued article had an immediate
impact on the field. Proposing that Canadian history should
be mapped through a process of reconnaisance, and that the
Canadian state should be understood as a project of liberal
rule in North America, the essay prompted debate
immediately upon publication. Liberalism and Hegemony
assembles some of Canada's finest historians to continue the
debate sparked by McKay's essay. The essays collected here
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explore the possibilities and limits presented by "The Liberal
Order Framework" for various segments of Canadian history,
and within them, the paramount influence of liberalism
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is debated
in the context of aboriginal history, environmental history, the
history of the family, the development of political thought and
ideas, and municipal governance. Like McKay's "The Liberal
Order Framework," which is included in this volume with a
response to recent criticism, Liberalism and Hegemony is a
fascinating foray into current historical thought and provides
the historical community with a book that will act both as a
reference and a guide for future research.
The European Court of Human Rights (“ECtHR”) suffers
from the burgeoning caseload and challenges to its authority.
This two-pronged crisis undermines the ECtHR’s legitimacy
and consequently the functioning of the whole European
human rights regime. Domestic courts can serve as welcome
allies of the Strasbourg Court. They have a potential to
diffuse Convention norms domestically, and therefore prevent
and filter many potential human rights violations. Yet, we
know very little about how domestic courts actually treat the
Strasbourg Court’s rulings. This book brings unique empirical
findings on how often, how and with what consequences
domestic judges work with the ECtHR’s case law. It moves
beyond the narrow concept of compliance and develops a
new three-level methodology for analysing the role played by
domestic courts in the implementation of ECtHR case law.
Moreover, using the example of Czechia, it shifts the attention
from Western countries to a more volatile Central and Eastern
European region, which has recently witnessed democratic
backsliding and backlash against international checks on
human rights and the rule of law standards. Looking at a
wider social and legal context, this book identifies factors
helping transitional countries to adapt to regional human
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rights regimes. The work will be an essential resource for
students, academics and policy-makers working in the areas
of Constitutional law, Politics and Human Rights law. Its
global appeal is enhanced by the methodological framework
which is applicable in other international systems.
Almost two decades have passed since the collapse of
communism in Eastern Europe and the USSR. Robert
Service, one of our finest historians of modern Russia, sets
out to examine the history of communism throughout the
world. His uncomfortable conclusion - and an important
message for the twenty-first century – is that although
communism in its original form is now dead or dying, the
poverty and injustice that enabled its rise are still dangerously
alive. Unsettling, compellingly written and brilliantly argued,
this is a superb work of history and one that demands to be
read. ‘Bears all the hallmarks of a classic work of historical
literature ... the true international legacy of communism [is]
analysed to magisterial effect in this exhilarating work’ Hwyel
Williams New Statesman ‘One of the best-ever studies of the
subject ... a remarkable accomplishment’ Economist ‘An
outstanding book, written with grace and style’ Daily
Telegraph ‘[A] brilliantly distilled world history of communism
... Confronted by Service's amazing array of evidence to
show that communism could only ever have flourished under
conditions of extreme and all-pervasive oppression, only the
determinedly softheaded would try to argue with him’ Craig
Brown, Mail on Sunday
Over a decade on from the terrorist attacks of 9/11,
intelligence continues to be of central importance to the
contemporary world. Today there is a growing awareness of
the importance of intelligence, and an increasing investment
in it, as individuals, groups, organizations and states all seek
timely and actionable information in order to increase their
sense of security. But what exactly is intelligence? Who seeks
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to develop it and how? What happens to intelligence once it is
produced, and what dilemmas does this generate? How can
liberal democracies seek to mitigate problems of intelligence,
and what do we mean by “intelligence failure?”’ In a fully
revised and expanded new edition of their classic guide to the
field, Peter Gill and Mark Phythian explore these and other
questions. Together they set out a comprehensive framework
for the study of intelligence, discussing how ‘intelligence’
can best be understood, how it is collected, analysed,
disseminated and acted upon, how it raises ethical problems,
and how and why it fails. Drawing on a range of contemporary
examples, Intelligence in an Insecure World is an
authoritative and accessible guide to a rapidly expanding
area of enquiry - one which everyone has an interest in
understanding.

Alphabetically-arranged entries from J to N that
explores significant events, major persons,
organizations, and political and social movements in
African-American history from 1896 to the twentyfirst-century.
This manual provides lenses- geography, religion,
politics, culture, economics, history, ethnicity- to
better understand the complexity and depth of
congregations as social institutions and as the body
of Christ within a multi-layered context of life.
Roads to Confederation: The Making of Canada,
1867 Volume 2 includes material that demonstrates
the varied perspectives from the provinces and
regions of Canada and the viewpoints of officials in
Great Britain and the United States and significant
works by scholars that question whether
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Confederation was truly a formative event.
Offers controversial data and conclusions about
Canada's management of nuclear weapons and of
its image on the world stage; Based on newly
declassified Canadian and U.S. documents from the
1950s and 1960s
Advancing Crisis Communication Effectiveness
shows how crisis communication plans and efforts
for complex and challenging issues benefit when
academic perspectives are connected with
practitioner experiences. This book brings crisis and
public relations scholars together with practicing
professionals to integrate academic theories and
research with the knowledge and lessons learned on
the frontlines of crisis communication and
management. This book illustrates how having
insights and observations from both leading crisis
communication scholars and professionals
strengthens crisis management and communication
strategies, plans, and coordination. Chapters coauthored by leading scholars and professionals
highlight how academic theories and research can
inform crisis management and response - and how
practitioners can utilize, inform, and strengthen
academic theories and research. For each topic area
covered, examples and applications are provided
that show how integrating public relations
scholarship with practice can advance crisis
communication effectiveness. This book represents
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a unique and timely contribution to the field of crisis
management and communication. It will be an
important resource for public relations and crisis
management and communication scholars,
educators, professionals, consultants, and graduate
students.
Populism and Civil Society is the most serious
systematic empirically informed analysis of the threat
of contemporary populism to constitutional
democracy available today. Cohen and Arato look
into the causes, logic, dynamic and consequences of
the contemporary populist surge and try to offer
alternatives to it that are not tantamount to returning
to the status quo ante, but instead takes seriously
the critiques populists lay at the door of
contemporaryoligarchic democracies.
Has the Americanization of American Catholics--their
cultural assimilation, that is--been a blessing or a
curse for the Church in the United States? Or has it
been a bit of both? In The Gibbons Legacy Russell
Shaw takes a searching look at that question and
reaches a disturbing conclusion. Cultural
assimilation, which was ardently championed by
churchmen like the great Cardinal James Gibbons of
Baltimore around the turn of the last century, has
undoubtedly conferred many benefits on Catholics.
Their absorption into the secular culture of America,
however, now threatens the Catholic identity of
millions of faithful and of their institutions, such as
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schools, universities, and hospitals. Shaw does not
offer this conclusion as an unsupported
generalization. The Gibbons Legacy is a richly
documented analysis of a process extending over
two centuries. Colorful characters and dramatic
incidents abound, including the nineteenth-century
intellectual feud between Father Orestes Brownson
and the Transcendentalist convert to Catholicism
Isaac Hecker, Pope Leo XIII's condemnation of
Americanism, the anti-Catholicism that greeted the
presidential campaigns of Al Smith and John F.
Kennedy, and the numerous intra-Church conflicts
that have divided American Catholics since the
Second Vatican Council. In concluding his study,
Shaw offers a number of thoughtprovoking
suggestions about what the Church in America
needs to do now in the face of an ongoing decline
that is sapping its strength and may threaten its very
survival.
Classroom teaching. it addresses supplementary
school settings and features a Noticeably larger
section devoted to the growing day school sector.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world.
Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips,
gadgets and digital technology, information on the
newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
A social and philosophical examination of the
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Constitution, its two centuries of influence on
American life, and its implications for future
generations.
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